Louisiana Housing Corporation

The following resolution was offered by Board Member Malcolm Young and seconded by Board Member Matthew P. Ritchie:

RESOLUTION

A resolution accepting the parameter term proposal for the purchase of not exceeding Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) of Louisiana Housing Corporation Single Family Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2012A in one or more sub-series; fixing the parameter terms of said bonds and otherwise providing with respect to said bonds; approving the form and directing the execution of the Bond Purchase Agreement for said Bonds; and providing for other matters in connection with the foregoing.

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Louisiana Housing Corporation (the “Corporation”) on September 12, 2012, adopted a resolution approving and authorizing the issuance of not exceeding Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) of Louisiana Housing Corporation Single Family Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2012A in one or more sub-series (the “Bonds”) and authorized the publication of a Notice of Intention to Sell at Private Sale (the “Notice”) in connection therewith; and

WHEREAS, as set forth in said resolution, the Notice of Sale was published on October 2, 2012, in “The Advocate” and on October 1, 2012 in the “Daily Journal of Commerce” for an amount not to exceed Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000); and

WHEREAS, in accordance with the aforesaid resolution adopted by the Corporation on September 12, 2012, the sale of the Bonds was scheduled for October 10, 2012 pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 3-G of Title 40 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended (the “Act”) and Chapter 14-A of Title 39 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended (the “Refunding Act”); and

WHEREAS, the Corporation did meet on October 10, 2012, at 10:00 a.m., Louisiana time, for the purpose of receiving and considering the proposal of JPMorgan Securities, L.L.C., Raymond James | Morgan Keegan, and George K. Baum & Company as purchasers (the “Underwriters”) and taking action with respect to the parameter sale of not exceeding Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) of the Bonds pursuant thereto;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Louisiana Housing Corporation, acting as the governing authority of said Corporation, that:

SECTION 1. The parameter written terms submitted this day by the Underwriters for the purchase of bonds designated “Louisiana Housing Corporation Single Family Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2012A” in the aggregate principal amount of not exceeding par amount of Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000), in one or more sub-series at an interest rate not exceeding 8% per annum, and for a maturity not exceeding 32 years, authorized under and pursuant to the provisions of a Bond Trust Indenture (the “Indenture”), by and between Whitney Bank, a state banking corporation, as trustee (the “Trustee”), and the Corporation be, and the same are hereby awarded to the Underwriters in accordance with the terms of the Bond Purchase Agreement referred to in Section 3 hereof. The sale and delivery of the Bonds are further conditioned upon approval by the Louisiana State Bond Commission and compliance with any and all approvals and/or certifications required by the Louisiana Attorney General. The sale of the Bonds in accordance with said Bond Purchase Agreement is hereby authorized and approved. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary of the Board, and/or Executive Director are hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of and in the name of the Corporation, to execute, deliver, and approve such instruments, documents, and certificates as may be required or necessary, convenient, or appropriate to the financing described herein. The aforesaid officers are additionally authorized to approve any changes in the aforementioned documents provided such changes are in accordance with the Act and with the approval of Counsel to the Corporation or Bond Counsel.
By virtue of the Corporation’s application for, acceptance and utilization of the benefits of the Louisiana State Bond Commission’s approval resolved and set forth herein, the Corporation resolves that it understands and agrees that such approvals are expressly conditioned upon, and the Corporation further resolves that it understands, agrees, and binds itself, its successors and assigns to, full and continuing compliance with the, “State Bond Commission Policy on Approval of Proposed Swaps, or other forms, or Derivative Products Hedges, Etc.”, adopted by the Commission on July 20, 2006, as to borrowings and other matters subject to approvals, including subsequent application and approval under said Policy of the implementation or use of any swaps or other products or enhancements covered thereby.

SECTION 2. Whitney Bank, a state banking corporation, shall be designated as Trustee and Paying Agent with respect to the Bonds.

SECTION 3. In order to accomplish the sale of the Bonds in accordance with the terms of this resolution, either the Chairman or Vice Chairman of the Board and/or the Executive Director, be and they are hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver, for and on behalf of the Corporation, the Bond Purchase Agreement in substantially the form thereof which is now before this Board and filed with the Secretary of this Board.

SECTION 4. The Bonds will be dated, will be in the denominations and will have all the terms set forth in the Indenture and the Bond Purchase Agreement. The Bonds shall be secured by the Trust Estate as defined in the Indenture, inclusive of mortgage-backed securities transferred (the “Transferred Securities”) from indentures of prior bonds which are being refunded by the Bonds and shall be subject to redemption in accordance with the Indenture.

SECTION 5. The Costs of Issuance schedule attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is approved.
SECTION 6. The contents of the Official Statement with respect to the Bonds, copies of the form of which have been placed on file with the Corporation, are hereby approved substantially in such form.

SECTION 7. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary of the Board and/or Executive Director are hereby approved, authorized, and directed to execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered all documents required to be executed on behalf of the Corporation and delivered to effect delivery of the Bonds to the Purchaser or deemed by any of them necessary or advisable to implement this resolution, the Indenture or the Bond Purchase Agreement, or to facilitate the sale of the Bonds.

SECTION 8. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary of the Board and/or Executive Director shall cause to be executed for and on behalf of the Corporation the aforementioned Bonds in accordance with the Indenture, and shall effect the delivery thereof to the Purchaser in accordance with the Bond Purchase Agreement. The Corporation shall receive from the Purchaser for the account of the Corporation the purchase price of the Bonds and shall deposit the same with the Trustee under the Indenture in accordance with the provisions thereof.

SECTION 9. This resolution shall take effect immediately.
This resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as follows:

**YEAS:** Michael L. Airhart, Dr. Daryl V. Barckel, Matthew P. Ritchie, Willie Spears, Malcolm Young.

**NAYS:** None

**ABSENT:** Ellen M. Lee, Mayson H. Foster, Treasurer John N. Kennedy, Guy T. Williams, Jr.

**ABSTAIN:** None

And the resolution was declared adopted on this, 10th day of October, 2012.

Chairman

Secretary
STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF EAST BATON ROUGE

I, the undersigned Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Louisiana Housing Corporation (the “Board”), do hereby certify that the foregoing five (5) pages constitute a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by said Board on October 10, 2012, entitled, “A resolution accepting the parameter term proposal for the purchase of not exceeding Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) of Louisiana Housing Corporation Single Family Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2012A in one or more sub-series; fixing the parameter terms of said bonds and otherwise providing with respect to said bonds; approving the form and directing the execution of the Bond Purchase Agreement for said Bonds; and providing for other matters in connection with the foregoing.”

IN FAITH WHEREOF, witness my official signature and the impress of the official seal of the Agency on this, the 10th day of October, 2012.

[Signature]
Secretary

(SEAL)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012A Program Bonds 20,000,000</th>
<th>2012B Refunding Bonds 30,000,000</th>
<th>2012AB TOTAL 50,000,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PER BOND</td>
<td>AMOUNT</td>
<td>PER BOND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Underwriter's Discount</strong></td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>25,000.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK Baum / JP Morgan / Morgan Keegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structuring Fee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management Fee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Takedown/Selling Fee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Underwriter's Counsel</strong></td>
<td>BSW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUB-TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>27,500.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Costs of Issuance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Counsel</td>
<td>Foley &amp; Judell</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>13,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Counsel</td>
<td>BDDSW / Peck</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>13,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1,000.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE Counsel</td>
<td>Greenberg Traurig</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>7,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Advisor</td>
<td>Government Consultants</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>40,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Trustee Acceptance</td>
<td>Whitney Bank</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Trustee Annual Counsel</td>
<td>Whitney Bank</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Trustee Counsel</td>
<td>Jacob S. Capraro</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Bond Commission</td>
<td>Moody's</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>10,775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating Agency</td>
<td>Imagemaster</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Statement Printing</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow Verification</td>
<td>Publishing/Recording/Advertising</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program Admin./Marketing</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1,825.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUB-TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>138,100.00</td>
<td>7.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL TRANSACTION COSTS**

8.28 | 165,600.00 | 17.27 | 518,000.00 | 13.67 | 683,600.00

*This schedule has been prepared on a not-to-exceed basis. It is expected that the actual amount of Refunding Bonds will be lower than $30,000,000 and that actual fees will be based upon the actual amount of bonds issued in accordance with applicable agreement/contract stipulations.*
NEW ISSUE – BOOK-ENTRY ONLY

In the opinion of Foley & Judell, L.L.P., Bond Counsel, and The Godfrey Firm, PLC, Co-Bond Counsel, interest on the Program Bonds prior to their applicable Release Date (defined below) will be subject to federal income taxation. Bond Counsel and Co-Bond Counsel are further of the opinion that the Program Bonds and the interest thereon are exempt from all State and local taxes in Louisiana. No opinion is expressed with respect to Program Bonds on and after the Release Date applicable to such Program Bonds. See “TAX AND OTHER MATTERS” herein and the proposed form of opinion of Bond Counsel and Co-Bond Counsel attached hereto as “Appendix C”.

$120,000,000
LOUISIANA HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds
(Mortgage-Backed Securities Program)

Dated: December 21, 2009
(Interest to accrue from December 23, 2009)
PRICE: 100.0% CUSIP NO.: 54627A GR2
Maturity Date: December 1, 2041, subject to interest rate conversion as described herein

The Louisiana Housing Finance Agency (the “Issuer”) is issuing the $120,000,000 Louisiana Housing Finance Agency GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program) (the “Program Bonds”), pursuant to and secured by an Indenture of Trust dated as of December 1, 2009 (the “Trust Indenture”), as amended by a Supplemental Indenture Appendix for Use with Single Family Escrow Bonds for the FHA Initiative New Issue Bond Program attached thereto as Appendix A (the “Appendix,” and, together with the Trust Indenture, the “Indenture”), by and between the Issuer and Hancock Bank of Louisiana (the “Trustee”). The Program Bonds will mature on December 1, 2041.

The Program Bonds are registered bonds, without coupons, in denominations of $10,000 and any integral multiple thereof (the “Authorized Denominations”). The Program Bonds shall initially be registered in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee for The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York (“DTCC”), as one fully registered Bond in the aggregate principal amount of the Program Bonds. On the Release Date of all or a portion of the Program Bonds, the Trustee may either accept a replacement bond certificate with respect to the corresponding Program Bond subject to release or make an appropriate notation thereon of the principal amount of such Program Bond certificate and the Permanent Rate (as defined below) to which such Program Bonds will be converted and the Conversion Date (as hereinafter defined) applicable thereto.

Although the Program Bonds will be dated December 21, 2009, on December 23, 2009 (the “Settlement Date”), the net proceeds of the Program Bonds and, on December 18, 2009, the Shortfall Amount (as hereinafter defined) (collectively, the “Escrowed Proceeds”) will be deposited into the GSE Escrow Fund created and established pursuant to the Indenture (the “GSE Escrow Fund”). The Program Bonds are subject to conversion from a Short-Term Rate (as defined below) to a Permanent Rate. Prior to Conversion (as hereinafter defined), the Program Bonds shall constitute Pre-Conversion Bonds. Pre-Conversion Bonds prior to their Release Date (defined below) are secured solely by the Escrowed Proceeds deposited into the GSE Escrow Fund and bear interest at the applicable Short-Term Rate until their Conversion Date, and thereafter, will bear interest at the Permanent Rate. The Escrowed Proceeds are pledged exclusively to the payment of the Pre-Conversion Bonds prior to the Release Date applicable to such Program Bonds.

The Program Bonds will initially be dated December 21, 2009, and will bear interest from the Settlement Date at the applicable Short-Term Rate, payable on (i) the Release Date but only with respect to the portion of Program Bonds with respect to which such Escrowed Proceeds are subject to release on such Release Date, (ii) each Conversion Date with respect to the portion of Pre-Conversion Bonds which are to become, as of such date, Converted Bonds, and (iii) each redemption date.

The Program Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity on the terms described herein. See “THE PROGRAM BONDS – Special Redemptions” herein.

“Short-Term Rate” means (i) for the period from the Settlement Date to the applicable Release Date, the interest rate which produces an interest payment on such Release Date relative to the Program Bonds with respect to which Escrowed Proceeds are subject to release on such Release Date equal to Investment Earnings, and (ii) from the Release Date to the Conversion Date, an interest rate equal to the sum of 60 bps (.60%) plus the lesser of (A) the Four Week T-Bill Rate as of the Business Day prior to the Release Date or (B) the Permanent Rate less 60 bps (.60%). “Investment Earnings” means total investment earnings on the portion of the GSE Escrow Fund related to Program Bonds with respect to which a Release Date is occurring.

“Permanent Rate” means 3.28%, plus the Spread.

A “Release Date” is defined under the Indenture as the date or dates (not to exceed three (3) dates) on or prior to December 31, 2010 on which dates the proceeds of the related Market Bonds (as hereinafter defined) are delivered to the Trustee and other requirements under the Indenture are satisfied. See “THE PROGRAM BONDS - Release and Conversion” herein. On each related Release Date with respect Program Bonds undergoing Conversion, the proceeds of such Program Bonds undergoing Conversion and a portion of the Shortfall Amount will be transferred by the Trustee from the GSE Escrow Fund and deposited into the Acquisition Account of the Fund created and established by the Indenture. Program Bond proceeds deposited to the Acquisition Fund will be used to acquire fully modified mortgage-backed securities of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and/or GNMA backed by First Mortgage Loans (as hereinafter defined) made by lending institutions to qualified persons or families of low or moderate income to finance the purchase of single-family residences for use as the primary residence of such persons in the State of Louisiana. No such fully modified mortgage-backed securities of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and/or GNMA will be purchased prior to each related Release Date described herein.

The Program Bonds are subject to optional redemption and mandatory redemption prior to their maturity as described under the caption “THE PROGRAM BONDS - Special Redemptions,” “Redemption Restrictions and Recycling Prohibition” and “Redemption of Program Bonds After the Release Date.”
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT $120,400,000 LOUISIANA HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Official Statement, which includes the cover page and the Appendices hereto, is to set forth certain information in connection with the sale, issuance and delivery by the Louisiana Housing Finance Agency (the "Issuer") of its GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program) in an aggregate principal amount of $120,400,000 (the "Program Bonds").

The Program Bonds are issued pursuant to the provisions of the Act and the Indenture of Trust dated as of December 31, 2009 (the "Trust Indenture") is amended by a Supplemental Indenture Appendix for use with Single Family Escrow Bonds for the IFA Initiative New Issue Bond Program attached thereto as Appendix A, the "Appendix", and, together with the Trust Indenture, the "Indenture"), by and between the Issuer and Starnack Bank of Louisiana, as trustee (the "Trustee")

On December 23, 2009 (the "Settlement Date"), the net proceeds of the Program Bonds and, on December 23, 2009, the Short-Term Amount (as hereinafter defined) (collectively, the "Escrowed Proceeds") will be deposited into the GSE Escrow Fund created and established pursuant to the Indenture and held as behalf of the Owners of the Program Bonds by the Trustee. The Program Bonds are subject to conversion from a Short-Term Rate (as defined below) to a Permanent Rate (as defined below) at the option of the Trustee, which is not in the discretion of any other party. Each Owner of the Program Bonds will receive a copy of the Indenture.

The Program Bonds are subject to conversion from a Short-Term Rate (as defined below) to a Permanent Rate (as defined below) at the option of the Trustee, which is not in the discretion of any other party. Each Owner of the Program Bonds will receive a copy of the Indenture.

FHLMC Certificates will be purchased with proceeds of the Program Bonds until amounts on deposit in the GSE Escrow Fund are released on the Escrow Release Date.

These Official Statements contain certain information relating to the Program Bonds for the purposes of the Act and the Trust Indenture. Investors should read all of the information contained in these Official Statements and the Trust Indenture which is available on the website of the Issuer at www.lafinance.com in order to make an informed investment decision.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wayne H. Wood</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Attorney at Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison A. Jones</td>
<td>Vice Chairman</td>
<td>Attorney at Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John N. Kennedy</td>
<td>Exec-Officer</td>
<td>State Treasurer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan W. Senter</td>
<td>Exec-Officer</td>
<td>Deputy Secretary, Department of Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Albritt</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>President, Louisiana Mortgage Leaders LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Anderson</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Executive Director, Del Norte Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome B. Bokun, Jr.</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayson Fontier</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Mayor, City of Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Gorey</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Lafayette Housing Authority, Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Mark Mulhern</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Mortgage Banker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Miller</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Branch Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry M. Scattini</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>LandBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary T. Williams</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Board of Directors, Gulf Coast Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrone Wilson</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Realtor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elavina Young</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
<td>Realtor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) On December 1, 2006 the Speaker of the House of Representatives, his successor, Mr. Woods, in the Board of Commissioners, made an appointment effective immediately. It is expected that the Speaker of the House of Representatives will act in the Speaker's place in the House of Representatives. Additionally, in this role as the Speaker's place, the Speaker's place in the House of Representatives.

Milton J. Bailey has served as President of the Issuer since August 9, 2006. Mr. Bailey served as Executive Director of the County of Columbia Housing Finance Agency (the "HFA") from August 2, 2003, until June 2006. Mr. Bailey previously served as the HFA's Executive Director from February 1994, until May 2000. Mr. Bailey served as Director of the Department of Housing and Community Development from June 2000 until August 2001, as Deputy Director of the Department of Community Housing and Development from 1993 through 1994. Until 1993, Mr. Bailey was an Associate Vice President for Public Finance with the Investment banking firm of Legg Mason Wood Walker. In 1992 and 1993, Mr. Bailey established and managed the District of Columbia Public and Private Activity Revenue Bond Program. Mr. Bailey was born in Kennedy, Maryland and attended schools in Rockville, Maryland and University of Maryland. He completed his undergraduate work at Boston University in 1976 and Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government Senior Executives in State and Local Government Programs at a Harvard University.

Alexis Williams-Brooks has served as Executive Director since June 1, 2009. Prior to accepting this position, Mrs. Williams-Brooks served as General Counsel to the Louisiana Recovery Authority. In her role, Mrs. Williams-Brooks provided legal counsel to the Louisiana Recovery Authority Board of Directors on a wide array of disaster recovery issues. She also served as Deputy Secretary of the Louisiana Department of Labor, where she developed strategic plans and operational budgets and oversaw the State's unemployment compensation program, workers' compensation, and workforce training programs. Mrs. Williams-Brooks was raised in Louisiana and received her undergraduate degree in Economics from Southern University. In 1994, she was awarded her Juris Doctorate from Southern University Law Center and earned a Master’s Degree in Public Administration from Louisiana State University in 2003.

Information Concerning Prior Programs of Issuer

Since 1995, the Issuer has offered Low Rate Program Loans, Assistance Program Loans and/or HOME-Assisted Program Loans (as defined in the Master Indenture) in conjunction with prior program installations, the most recent thirty (30) of which were funded with proceeds of the Outstanding Senior Parity Bonds (as defined in the Master Indenture) issued under the Master Indenture (as hereinafter defined).

Certain information, as of November 1, 2009, concerning such prior program installations of the Issuer is set forth below:

### Program Installations Funded with Proceeds of Bonds Issued Under Prior Bond Trust Indentures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series of Bonds</th>
<th>Program Loans Type</th>
<th>Original Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980C</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>9/5/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Program Installations Funded with Proceeds of Bonds Issued Under the Master Indenture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series of Bonds</th>
<th>Program Loans Type</th>
<th>Original Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980A</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Program Installations Funded with Proceeds of Bonds Issued Under the Master Indenture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series of Bonds</th>
<th>Program Loans Type</th>
<th>Original Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980A</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Program Installations Funded with Proceeds of Bonds Issued Under the Master Indenture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series of Bonds</th>
<th>Program Loans Type</th>
<th>Original Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980A</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980B</td>
<td>Low Rate</td>
<td>1/8/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTINUING DISCLOSURE

The Issuer will enter into a Continuing Disclosure Agreement with the Trustee (the "Continuing Disclosure Agreement") for the benefit of the owners, including beneficial owners, of the Program Bonds to provide certain financial information and operating data relating to the Issuer to certain financial information repositories annually and to provide notice to the Electronic Municipal Market Access system operated by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, and a state information depository, if any, of certain events, pursuant to the requirements of Section 8(b)(5)(J) of Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 15c2-12 (17 C.F.R. Part 240, §240.15c2-12) (the "Rule") not later than one-hundred eighty (180) days after the end of the Issuer's fiscal year, commencing with a report following the Issuer's fiscal year ending June 30, 2010. See "APPENDIX D – SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT." A failure by the Issuer to comply with the Continuing Disclosure Agreement will not constitute an Event of Default under the Indenture (although Bondholders will have any available remedy law or equity). Nevertheless, such a failure may adversely affect the transferability and liquidity of the Program Bonds and their market price.

THE TRUSTEE

The Issuer has appointed Hancock Bank of Louisiana as master bank under the Indenture. Hancock Bank of Louisiana is a banking corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Louisiana, with its principal corporate trust office located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

THE PROGRAM BONDS

The following terms shall have the following meanings in this Official Statement:

"Administrative" means U.S. Bank National Association, an administrator pursuant to that certain Administrative Agreement by and among U.S. Bank National Association, Fantiee Mac and concerning the administration of the Program, together with its successors and assigns in such capacity.

"Announcement" means the annual financial information required to be provided by the Issuer pursuant to a continuing disclosure undertaking of the Issuer pursuant to Rule 15c2-12.

"Announcement Date" means the interest rate for Four Week Treasury Bills as reported by the Federal Reserve on its website at the following internet address http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/h15main.htm.

"Authorized Denominations" means $5000 and integral multiples thereof and, for purposes of initial issuance and redemption of Program Bonds, $10,000 or any integral multiple of $10,000 in excess thereof.

"Bond Counsel" means nationally recognized bond counsel selected by the Issuer.

"Bond Rating" means the long term credit rating (without regard to any bond insurance or any other form of credit enhancement on the Program Bonds) assigned to the Program Bonds or Purity Debt by each Rating Agency providing its long term rating thereof. If more than one rating agency provides a rating, the "Bond Rating" is the lowest such rating.

"Certificate of Address Changes" means a written notice from or on behalf of the GSEs or the Issuer stating that one or more of the certificates or opinions required to be delivered by the Issuer pursuant to the Placement Agreement has been revised or withdrawn prior to the receipt by the Issuer of proceeds of the Program Bonds on the Settlement Date.


"Conversion" or "Converting" or "Converted" means the conversion or the converting of the interest rate on all or a portion of the Pre-Conversion Bonds from a Short-Term Rate to a Permanent Rate as provided in the Indenture and as described herein under the captions "THE BONDS - Release and Conversion.""Conversion Date" means, with respect to all or a portion of Pre-Conversion Bonds that are converting to a Permanent Rate, the date two (2) months after the related Release Date; provided that there shall be no more than three (3) Conversion Dates.

"Conversion Rate" means Program Bonds that have been through the process of Conversion.

"Debt" of any Person means at any date, without duplication, (a) all obligations of such Person for borrowed money, (b) all obligations of such Person evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes or other similar instruments, (c) all obligations of such Person to pay the deferred purchase price of property or services, except trade accounts payable arising in the ordinary course of business, (d) all obligations of such Person as lessee under capital leases, (e) all debt of others secured by a lien on any asset of such Person, whether or not such debt is assumed by such Person, and (f) all Guarantees of such Person of debt of other Persons.

"Excess Proceeds" means the portion of the proceeds of the Pre-Conversion Bonds that, together with the Shortfall Amount, must be set aside in the Escrow Fund pending the related Release Date.

"Fair Rate" means the interest rate for Four Week Treasury Bills (secondary market) as reported by the Federal Reserve on its website at the following internet address http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/h15main.htm.

"GSE" means either Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac or both, collectively, as the context may require.

"GSE Escrow Fund" or "Escrow Fund" means the escrow fund created and established by the Indenture as a separate, unpledged fund in which the Trustee will hold the Issued Proceeds until the applicable Release Date or until such Program Bonds are redeemed.

"Guarantee" by any Person means any obligations, contingent or otherwise, of such Person directly or indirectly guaranteeing any Debt or other obligations of any other Person and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any obligation, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise, of such Person (a) to purchase or pay (or advance or supply funds for the purchase or payment of) any Debt or other obligations (whether arising by virtue of partnership arrangements, by agreement to keep well, to purchase assets, goods, securities or services, to take or pay, or to maintain financial statement conditions or otherwise) or (b) entered into for the purpose of assuring in any other manner the obligation of such Debt or other obligation of the payment thereof or to protect such obligations against loss in respect thereof (in whole or in part).

"Hedge" means any interest rate swap, interest rate cap, interest rate collar or other arrangement, contractual or otherwise, which has the effect of an interest rate swap, interest rate collar or interest rate cap or otherwise which directly or indirectly, derivatively or synthetically hedges interest rate risk associated with being a lender of variable rate debt, or any agreement or other arrangement to enter into any of the above on a future date or after the occurrence of one or more events in the future.

"Interest Payment Date" means, with respect to Pre-Conversion Bonds, such Release Date (but such Release Date shall be an Interest Payment Date only for that portion of Pre-Conversion Bonds with respect to which Escrowed Proceeds are subject to release on such date), each Conversion Date (but such Conversion Date shall be an Interest Payment Date only with respect to those Pre-Conversion Bonds which are to become, as of such date, Converted Bonds), and each redemption date. Interest Payment Dates for each Converted Bond shall be the first Business Day of each month.

"Market Bond Ratio Requirement" means the requirement that the Issuer issue and deliver Market Bonds in conjunction with and as a condition to each Release Date, the principal amount of such Market Bonds being not less than 2/3ths of the principal amount of Pre-Conversion Bonds the proceeds of which are to be released on such Release Date.

"Market Bonds" means serial bonds and/or term bonds sold by the Issuer to public or private investors in accordance with standard bond underwriting practices and that are issued under the Indenture in order to satisfy the conditions to the release of proceeds of some or all of the Program Bonds.

"Material Event" means the material event notice required to be provided by the Issuer pursuant to a continuing disclosure undertaking of the Issuer pursuant to Rule 15c2-12, which material event notices shall be provided to the GSEs pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture as and when required by Rule 15c2-12, whether or not Rule 15c2-12 applies to the Program Bonds.

"Mixing" means the mixing of a portion of the Program Bond's principal amount of one type of bond into another type of bond in the Program Bond's original maturity.

"Note Parties" means the Administrator, Fannie Mac, Freddie Mac and Treasury's Financial Agent.

"Note Parties' Addresses" means the addresses of the Note Parties set forth in the Indenture as modified from time to time pursuant to the Indenture.

"Official Statement" means an official statement or other offering document of the Issuer with respect to either the Program Bonds or the Market Bonds.

"Official Statement Supplement" means the supplement or amendment to the official statement of the Issuer relative to the Conversion of Program Bonds to Converted Bonds.

"Permanent Rate" means an interest rate per annum certified to the Trustee by the Special Permanent Rate Advisor or prior to the Release Date, which shall be equal to the sum of (i) 3.28%, plus (ii) the Spread.

"Permanent Rate Calculation Date" means the date on which the Permanent Rate is calculated with respect to all or a portion of the Program Bonds, which shall be, with respect to each applicable portion of the Pre-Conversion Bonds, a date acceptable to the GSEs selected by the Issuer on or prior to December 31, 2010 on which Market Bonds are priced, provided that a bond purchase agreement must be executed with respect to the Market Bonds on such date for such Permanent Rate to be effective.

"Permitted Escrow Amounts" means the investments represented and provided pursuant to that certain Global Escrow Agreement, by and among the GSEs, the Trustee and U.S. Bank National Association, as escrow agent, in connection with the Program Bonds.

"Person" means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, a limited liability company, an association, a trust or any other entity or organization, including a governmental or political subdivision or an agency or instrumentality thereof.

"Placement Agreement" means the Placement Agreement among the Issuer and the GSEs, concerning the acquisition of the Program Bonds from the Issuer.

"Pre-Conversion Bonds" means Program Bonds for which the Interest Rate has not been set.

"Pre-Settlement Date" means December 11, 2009.

"Program" means the Housing Finance Agency Initiative announced by Treasury on October 19, 2009.

"Program Bonds" means the Program Bonds authorized to be issued pursuant to the Indenture and the Appendix, and includes Pre-Conversion Bonds and Converted Bonds.
"Release Date" means such date or dates (not to exceed three (3) dates) on or prior to December 31, 2010 and which dates are acceptable to the GCs, on the dates proceeds of the related Market Bonds are delivered to the Trustee and the other requirements under the Indenture, as described herein under the caption "THE PROGRAM BONDS - Release and Conversion," are satisfied, including, without limitation, delivery of the Market Bond Ratio Requirement Certificate attached Exhibit A to the Appendix.

"Rate 152-12" means Rule 152-12 promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.

"Settlement Date" means December 23, 2009.

"Shallow Amount" means the difference, as of the Settlement Date, between the proceeds of the Program Bonds to be received on such Settlement Date and the initial principal amount of such Program Bonds.

"Short-Term Rate" means, (i) for the period from the Settlement Date to the applicable Release Date, the interest rate which produces an interest payment on such Release Date relative to the Program Bonds with respect to which Escrowed Proceeds are subject to release on such Release Date equal to Investment Earnings; and (ii) from the Release Date to the Conversion Date, as interest rate equal to the sum of 60 bps (60%) plus the issuer of (A) the Four Week T-Bill Rate as of the Business Day prior to the Release Date or (B) the Permanent Rate less 60 bps (60%). For purposes of this provision, "Investment Earnings" means total investment earnings on the portion of the Escrow Fund related to Program Bonds with respect to which a Release Date is occurring.

"Single Family Program Bond Limit" means the amount of $120,000,000 that has been allocated to the Issuer with respect to the Program Bonds.

"Special Permanent Rate Advisor" means State Street Bank and Trust Company, and any successor or assign designated by Treasury.

"Spread" means additional per annum interest on the Program Bonds based upon the lowest Bond Rating effective as of November 22, 2009 in the Program Bonds under the Indenture by the rating agency rating the Program Bonds, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Additional Spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA/AAA</td>
<td>60 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA+/AA</td>
<td>75 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>110 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBB+/BBB</td>
<td>225 bps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Program Bonds shall be paid by check mailed to the registered owner thereof at his address as it appears on the registration books of the Issuer maintained by the Trustee on the Record Date or at such other address as is furnished to the Trustee in writing by such owner, or upon written request of a holder of at least $1,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Program Bonds (as of the close of business on the Record Date), principal of or interest on the Program Bonds shall be paid by wire transfer to immediately available funds to an account designated by such holder if such holder shall have requested in writing payment by such method at least 15 days prior to the Record Date. The Trustee shall maintain a record of the amount and date of any payment of principal and/or interest on the Program Bonds (whether on the maturity date, Record Date, Conversion Date or any redemption date prior to maturity or upon maturity thereof by declaration or otherwise), which records shall be conclusive evidence as to the principal or interest remaining due and payable on the Program Bonds. The payment of principal and interest on the Program Bonds shall be in accordance with the Payment Agreement and the Appendix.

Description of the Program Bonds

The Program Bonds are dated December 31, 2009, will mature on December 1, 2041, and shall bear interest at the applicable Short-Term Rate from the Settlement Date, and will be payable (i) with respect to Pre-Conversion Bonds, on each Release Date (but such Release Date shall be an Interest Payment Date only for that portion of Pre-Conversion Bonds with respect to which Escrowed Proceeds are subject to release on such date), (ii) on each Conversion Date (but such Conversion Date shall be an Interest Payment Date only with respect to those Pre-Conversion Bonds which are to become, at such date, Converted Bonds), and (iii) on each redemption date. Interest Payments Dates for each Converted Bond will be the first Business Day of each month.

The Program Bonds bear interest from the Settlement Date through the Conversion Date as described above, and thereafter from the Interest Payment Date next preceding the date of registration thereof, unless it is an Interest Payment Date, in which case it shall bear interest from such Interest Payment Date, or unless it is the first day of a month during the period from the Record Date immediately preceding a Interest Payment Date to such Interest Payment Date, in which event it shall bear interest from such Interest Payment Date. If, as of the date of registration of any Program Bond, interest is in default on the Program Bonds, such Program Bonds will bear interest from the Interest Payment Date to which interest previously has been paid or made available for payment on the Outstanding Program Bonds.

From and after the applicable Release Date, the Program Bonds shall bear interest on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months.

"Treasury" means the United States Department of the Treasury.

"Treasury's Financial Agent" means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as Treasury's financial agent, or such other party as Treasury may appoint for such purpose from time to time.

"Valuation Cap" means tax exempt bond volume cap as described in Section 146 of the Code.

Limited Obligations


Payment of Debit Service

Except as otherwise provided in the section entitled "THE PROGRAM BONDS - Bond Rating Only System" herein, the principal of the Program Bonds shall be payable in lawful money of the United States at the offices of the Trustee, or its successor, upon presentation of such Program Bonds. Payment of interest on the Program Bonds shall be paid by check mailed to the registered owner thereof at his address as it appears on the registration books of the Issuer maintained by the Trustee on the Record Date or at such other address as is furnished to the Trustee in writing by such owner, or upon written request of a holder of at least $1,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Program Bonds (as of the close of business on the Record Date), principal of or interest on the Program Bonds shall be paid by wire transfer to immediately available funds to an account designated by such holder if such holder shall have requested in writing payment by such method at least 15 days prior to the Record Date. The Trustee shall maintain a record of the amount and date of any payment of principal and/or interest on the Bonds (whether on the maturity date, Record Date, Conversion Date or any redemption date prior to maturity or upon maturity thereof by declaration or otherwise), which records shall be conclusive evidence as to the principal or interest remaining due and payable on the Program Bonds. The payment of principal and interest on the Program Bonds shall be in accordance with the Payment Agreement and the Appendix.

Release and Conversion

(a) General. A Conversion may involve all or only a portion of the Pre-Conversion Bonds, provided that such Pre-Conversion Bond may only be Converted in integral multiples of $10,000. Any particular Pre-Conversion Bond may be Converted to a Permanent Rate only once. The Issuer may exercise its right of Conversion on no more than three (3) occasions and must have at least 120 days between each Release Date to occur or prior to December 31, 2010.

(b) Release Requirements.

(i) On or Prior to a Permanent Rate Calculation Date

(A) On or prior to the date which is fourteen (14) days prior to a proposed Permanent Rate Calculation Date, the Issuer shall notify the Trustee, the Notice Parties (at the Notice Parties' addresses) and the Rating Agencies pursuant to Exhibit A of the Appendix, of (i) the proposed Release Date, (ii) the proposed Conversion Date, (iii) the principal amount of Pre-Conversion Bonds to be Converted on such Conversion Date, (iv) the proposed Permanent Rate Calculation Date, and (v) the Bond Rating anticipated to be in effect on the Release Date.

(B) On the Permanent Rate Calculation Date, the Issuer shall deliver to the Trustee, with copies to the Notice Parties, (i) a copy of the executed bond purchase agreement delivered with respect to the Market Bonds, and (ii) the Preliminary Official Statement with respect to the Market Bonds (with the final Official Statement to be provided as soon as it is available).

(ii) On or Prior to a Release Date. The Issuer shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the Trustee on or prior to any Release Date the following:

(A) the certification, if applicable, of the Special Permanent Rate Advisor specifying the Permanent Rate Calculation Date and the Four Week T-Bill Rate, Spread and Permanent Rate applicable to the relevant Conversion;

(B) the Official Statement for the Market Bonds and the Official Statement or Official Statement Supplement relative to the Program Bonds;

(C) (i) an opinion or opinions of counsel and a certificate of an authorized officer of the Issuer to the effect that nothing has come to the attention of the Official Statement Supplement or Official Statement relating to the Program Bonds contains any untrue statement of a material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances in which they were made, not misleading and (ii) a letter or letters from the counsel referred to in the foregoing clause (i) addressed to the GCs stating that the GCs may rely on such opinion as though it was addressed to them.
(D) confirmation by the Rating Agencies of the Bond Rating on the applicable Program Bonds after giving effect to the Release Date and related Covenant;

(E) an opinion of Bond Counsel dated as of the Release Date in the effect that the applicable Program Bonds have been duly and validly issued and are enforceable obligations of the Issuer and that interest payable on such Program Bonds is exempt from federal income tax under Section 103 of the Code;

(F) net proceeds of the Market Bonds, which proceeds (together with any amounts deducted from proceeds for underwriting fees and expenses) shall be in an amount not less than two thirds (2/3) of the applicable portion of the principal amount of the Program Bonds being Converted;

(G) a certificate of the Issuer, attached as Exhibit B to the Appendix, specifying (i) the principal amount of the related Program Bonds to be Converted, (ii) the related Market Bonds and their maturity dates, interest rates and principal amounts, (iii) the amount of the proceeds of the Market Bonds, and the amount to be released from the GSE Escrow Fund in connection with such Conversion, (iv) the applicable Conversion Date, (v) the Release Date and (vi) the principal amount of the Pre-Conversion Bonds which will not be Converted as part of the related Conversion; and

(H) a certificate of the GSEs, evidencing (I) the consent to the Conversion Date and (J) that the Issuer has paid or made arrangements to pay the fees of the GSEs' counsel in connection with the Release Date.

The Trustee shall provide via e-mail and delivery by overnight mail (a) to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties' Addresses copies of items (A) through (F) above and (J) to the Issuer and the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties' Addresses, confirmatory, as set forth in Exhibit C to the Appendix, that the interest rate of the related Program Bonds shall be Converted to the specified Permanent Rate as of the specified Conversion Date and that the related bond proceeds shall be released to the Issuer on the specified Release Date in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture, including the Appendix. The foregoing are in addition to, and not in lieu of, the requirements relating to the issuance of additional Bonds under the Indenture with respect to the Market Bonds.

Tangible Bond Representation

The Issuer represents and warrants in the Indenture that (i) it reasonably expects to have Volume Cap, to the extent necessary for the Program Bonds to be tax exempt, on a timely basis and in a manner which shall permit the release of all Escrowed Proceeds by December 31, 2010 and the Conversion of all Program Bonds to a Perpetual Rate, and (ii) the Issuer shall use its best efforts to obtain such Volume Cap, if necessary. The Issuer further represents and warrants in the Indenture that all tax exempt Program Bonds issued under the Indenture shall be qualified mortgage bonds within the meaning of Section 143 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The Issuer agrees and acknowledges in the Indenture that the adjustment of interest on Program Bonds from taxable status to tax exempt status may not be accomplished through a refunding and remarketing of the Program Bonds, and the Issuer represents and warrants in the Indenture that the conversion of such Program Bonds to tax exempt status will not be accomplished by such means.

Special Redemptions

(u) Pre-Conversion Bonds.

(i) Failure to Convert. Any Pre-Conversion Bonds with respect to which a Release Date has not occurred prior to January 1, 2011 are subject to mandatory redemption on February 1, 2011 (or as earlier date selected by the Issuer), at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest to the redemption date.

(ii) Withdrawal of Closing Certificates. The Program Bonds are subject to mandatory redemption in whole, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest, on the first Business Day at least thirty (30) days after the Settlement Date, if there is delivered by mail or by electronic means to the Trustee on or prior to the Settlement Date a Certificate of Advance Change and the GSEs have not, prior to the date 30 days following the Settlement Date, provided the Trustee a written waiver.

(b) Pre-Conversion Bonds Not Meeting Minimum Rating Thresholds. Within ten (10) Business Days of receipt by the Trustee of notice that the Bond Rating has been withdrawn or fallen below "Ba3" or "BBB-", all proceeds not held in the GSE Escrow Fund shall be used to mandatorily redeem a corresponding amount of Pre-Conversion Bonds, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest, to the redemption date. The Issuer has conspicuously in the Indenture to provide such notice to the Trustee promptly upon receipt by the Issuer of notice of any such withdrawal or downgrade.

(c) Available Money for Redemptions. With respect to the redemptions set forth in (a) and (b) above, money still on deposit in the GSE Escrow Fund shall be used for any such redemption; if GSE Escrow Fund monies are not sufficient, then any available monies under the Indenture shall also be used for any such redemption.

Redemption Restrictions and Recycling Prohibition

Except as limited by tax law requirements, the Issuer shall apply the following exclusively to the redemption of Program Bonds. (i) all proceeds of the Program Bonds, to the extent not used to acquire mortgage loans or mortgage backed securities, shall be applied to the redemptions of the Program Bonds, and the Market Bonds, to the extent not used to pay scheduled principal, interest or any existing fund redemptions on Program Bonds, Market Bonds or other bonds issued in conjunction with and secured by the Trust Eevec as a parity with the Program Bonds. Amounts are forth in clause (ii) are required to be applied to the redemption of Program Bonds promptly and as provided above shall not be recycled into new mortgage loans or MBSs.

Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption

Program Bonds may be subject to mandatory sinking fund redemption in the amounts and on the dates to be established by the Issuer not later than the Dual Release Date and which will be set forth in the Official Statement Supplement. The Issuer has conspicuously in the Indenture to establish such sinking fund schedules as provided in the Indenture. Each such redemption shall be at a price of par, plus accrued interest to the redemption date. The schedules referenced above shall take into account anticipated underlying mortgage loan amortization, and standard and customary practices of the Issuer in connection with consolidated serial bond and term bond issuances.

Optional Redemption

Program Bonds are subject to redemption at the option of the Issuer, in whole or in part, from any source of funds, on the first Business Day of any month, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof, without premium, plus accrued interest, if any, to the redemption date.

Changes Permitted Upon Conversion

In conjunction with the Conversion of Pre-Conversion Bonds, on or prior to the Release Date, the Issuer may add mandatory sinking fund redemption requirements to such Program Bonds, may agree to pay the principal of such Program Bonds prior to their stated maturity and may issue additional Market Bonds (whether or not as part of the same federal tax financing plan), which Market Bonds may bear before or after the Program Bonds or be redeemed before or after the Program Bonds.

Redemption Notice Requirements

In addition to any other required notices under the Indenture, written notice of each redemption of Program Bonds shall be provided by the Trustee to the Notice Parties, such notice to be provided by e-mail or overnight transmission to the Notice Parties' Addresses. Redemption of Program Bonds shall not be conditioned on or delayed for the giving of such notice, which shall be provided to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties' Addresses in advance of the date of such redemption (or such Issuer period as is required under the Indenture). All redemptions of Program Bonds shall be subject to Authorized Denominations.

Redemption of Program Bonds after the Release Date

(a) The Program Bonds are redeemable in whole or in part (in minimum denominations of $10,000 and integral multiples of $10,000 in excess thereof). Redemptions of Program Bonds may be made without premium or penalty.
principal amount representing Escrowed Proceeds is so delivered, it shall be exchanged for the existing Program Bond representing Escrowed Proceeds. The Issuer shall arrange for a CUSIP number applicable to each Release Date, which CUSIP number the Trustee shall also note on the Program Bond certificate.

In the event DTC determines to discriminate providing its services and a successor securities depository for all the Program Bonds is not designated, the Issuer and the Trustee shall arrange for the delivery of a single certificate for each series of the Program Bonds as fully registered bonds. Each such fully registered Program Bond shall be identified by a legend consisting of the letter “E” followed by the number of the Bond. The Program Bonds shall be numbered consecutively from 1 upwards.

THE ISSUER, THE TRUSTEE AND THE SPECIAL ADVISOR CANNOT AND DO NOT GIVE ANY ASSURANCES THAT THE DIRECT PARTICIPANTS OR INDIRECT PARTICIPANTS WILL DISTRIBUTE TO THE BENEFICIAL OWNERS OF THE PROGRAM BONDS, (1) PAYMENTS OF PRINCIPAL OR INTEREST ON THE PROGRAM BONDS; (2) CERTIFICATES REPRESENTING AN OWNERSHIP INTEREST OR OTHER CONFIRMATION OF BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP INTERESTS IN THE PROGRAM BONDS, OR (3) REDEMPTION OR OTHER NOTICES SENT TO DTC OR CEDE & CO., ITS NOMINEE, AS THE REGISTERED OWNERS OF THE PROGRAM BONDS, OR THAT THEY WILL DO SO ON A TIMELY BASIS OR THAT DTC OR DIRECT PARTICIPANTS OR INDIRECT PARTICIPANTS WILL SERVE AND ACT IN THE MANNER DESCRIBED IN THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT. THE CURRENT "RULES" APPLICABLE TO DTC ARE ON FILE WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION AND THE CURRENT "PROCEDURES" OF DTC TO BE FOLLOWED IN DEALING WITH DTC PARTICIPANTS ARE ON FILE WITH DTC.

NEITHER THE ISSUER, THE TRUSTEE NOR THE SPECIAL ADVISOR WILL HAVE ANY RESPONSIBILITY OR OBLIGATIONS TO SUCH DTC PARTICIPANTS OR THE BENEFICIAL OWNERS WITH RESPECT TO (1) THE PROGRAM BONDS; (2) THE ACCURACY OF ANY RECORDS MAINTAINED BY DTC OR ANY DTC PARTICIPANT; (3) THE PAYMENT BY ANY DTC PARTICIPANT OF ANY AMOUNT DUE TO ANY BENEFICIAL OWNER IN RESPECT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF OR INTEREST ON THE PROGRAM BONDS; (4) THE DELIVERY BY ANY DTC PARTICIPANT OF ANY NOTICE TO ANY BENEFICIAL OWNER WHICH IS REQUIRED OR PERMITTED UNDER THE TERMS OF THE INDENTURE TO BE GIVEN TO HOLDERS OF THE PROGRAM BONDS; (5) THE SELECTION OF THE BENEFICIAL OWNERS TO RECEIVE PAYMENT IN THE EVENT OF ANY PARTIAL REDEMPTION OF THE PROGRAM BONDS; OR (6) ANY NOTICE GIVEN OR OTHER ACTION TAKEN BY DTC AS HOLDER OF THE PROGRAM BONDS.

Market Bond Requirements

(a) General. The Issuer is required to issue Market Bonds under the Indenture in connection with the Program Bonds in order to cause the release of Escrowed Proceeds from the Program Bonds as described herein. All Market Bonds must be issued by December 31, 2010. The Issuer represents and warrants in the Indenture that it reasonably expects to issue Market Bonds eligible to be financed as tax exempt in accordance with the requirements and limitations of applicable federal income tax law ("eligible bonds");

(ii) in lieu of, as fixed rate bonds, any of the Issuer’s variable rate debt (excluding, but not limited to, auction rate securities issued and outstanding on or prior to October 19, 2009 or refund an issue that did exist, so long as such debt was, in turn, issued to acquire and finance the holding of eligible loans, the use of proceeds for such a refunding purpose shall be limited to 30% of the net proceeds of the Program Bonds); the restrictions on refinancing herein shall not apply to either (A) the use of proceeds to repay ‘warehouse credit lines’ used to acquire mortgage loans and MBS or (B) "replacement refinancing" where proceeds of Program Bonds are exchanged dollar for dollar for unexpected tax exempt bond proceeds and/or mortgage loan repayments so long as all proceeds of related Market Bonds are exchanged first for such purpose; and

(iii) to fund reasonably required reserves and pay costs of issuance of the Program Bonds in accordance with the requirements and limitations of applicable federal tax law.

The proceeds of the Program Bonds shall not be used for essential governmental functions within the meaning of Section 115 of the Code or qualified veterans mortgage bonds under Section 143 of the Code, as set by Section 3601(3) of the Code.

(b) Taxable Bonds. Proceeds of Program Bonds issued as taxable bonds as described herein may not be released from the Escrow Fund until and unless it is delivered to the Trustee and the GSEs the opinion of Bond Counsel required pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture described herein under the caption "THE PROGRAM BONDS - Release and Conversion.

SECURITIES FOR THE BONDS

Pledge

The Program Bonds are limited obligations of the Issuer and are secured prior to their application for Release, together with the Escrowed Proceeds on deposit in the GSE Escrow Fund, to the extent necessary to prevent the provisions of the Indenture. On and after their applicable Release Date, Program Bonds shall have no lien on or security interest in the GSE Escrow Fund, and such Program Bonds, along with the Market Bonds, will be secured solely by the Trust Estate, other than the GSE Escrow Fund, under the Indenture.

General

ON AND BEFORE EACH RELATE RELEASE DATE, THE PRE-CONVERSION BONDS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN THE SUBJECT OF A RELEASE DATE WILL BE SECURED SOLELY BY THE ESCROWED PROCEEDS ON DEPOSIT IN THE GSE ESCROW FUND. AS OF A RELEASE DATE, THE PROGRAM BONDS THAT HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF SUCH RELEASE DATE WILL BE SECURED, ALONG WITH THE MARKET BONDS, SOLELY BY THE TRUST ESTATE UNDER THE INDENTURE, OTHER THAN THE ESCROWED PROCEEDS REMAINING ON DEPOSIT IN THE GSE ESCROW FUND. THE PROGRAM BONDS DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN OBLIGATION, EITHER GENERAL OR SPECIAL, OF THE STATE, ANY MUNICIPALITY OR ANY OTHER POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THE STATE. THE BONDS ARE PAYABLE SOLELY FROM THE MONEYS AND ASSETS OF THE ISSUER PLEDGED THEREFOR AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE A DEBT OR REFUNDING OBLIGATION OR A PLEDGE OF THE FAITH AND CREDIT OF THE STATE OR ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF BUT CONSTITUTE LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF THE ISSUER PAYABLE SOLELY FROM THE MONEYS AND PROPERTIES SPECIFICALLY PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE BONDS UNDER THIS INDENTURE. THE BONDS ARE NOT THE SECURITY OR NO POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF SHALL BE SUBJECT TO FUTUTUBITY LIABILITY THEREON OR SHALL ANY OF THE BONDS CONSTITUTE A CHARGE, Lien or Encumbrance Upon ANY Property of the Issuer, the State or Political Subdivision Thereof Other than the Moneys and Property Specifically Pledged to the Payment of the Bonds, and NO OWNER OF ANY BOND SHALL EVER HAVE THE RIGHT TO COMPETE THE EXERCISE OF THE TAXING POWER OF THE STATE OR ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF TO PAY THE SAME OR THE INTEREST THEREON. THE ISSUER HAS NO TAXES PAID BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR ANY AGENCY THEREOF OR GNA, FANNIE MAE OR FREDDIE MAC AND ARE NOT GUARANTEED BY THE FULL FAITH AND CREDIT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Additional Bonds

The Issuer may not issue additional series of bonds under the Indenture.
SPECIAL GSE RIGHTS

Removal of Trustee

No successor Trustee under the Indenture shall be appointed under the Indenture without written notice to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties' Addresses and without the prior written consent of the GSEs, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

GSEs as Third Party Beneficiaries

Each GSE is intended to be and shall be a third party beneficiary of the Indenture, including the Appendix, and each GSE shall have the right (but not the obligation) to enforce, separately or jointly with the Trustee or cause the Trustee to enforce, the provisions set forth under the caption "Special Issuer Covenants," "Covenants Regarding Administration of Indenture and Program Bonds" and "Reporting Requirements" below.

COVENANTS

Special Issuer Covenants

The Issuer covenants in the Appendix that, so long as the Program Bonds are Outstanding, it shall:

(a) use its reasonable best efforts to obtain Volume Cap allocations as needed to convert the taxable Program Bonds to tax-exempt status on each applicable Release Date for such Program Bonds in 2010;

(b) not permit the aggregate principal amount of the Program Bonds issued under the Indenture to exceed the Single Family Program Bond Limit;

(c) not allow the aggregate principal amount of Market Bonds and Program Bonds to exceed the reasonable expectations requirement applicable to tax exempt mortgage revenue bonds;

(d) not exercise any rights it may have to make voluntary withdrawals of cash or other assets from the letters of the Indenture except under the following circumstances and within the following limits:

(i) the Issuer may withdraw cash from the Indenture to pay ordinary and customary administrative and operating expenses of the Issuer, ordinary and customary operating expenses of any of the issuers of the Issuer (such as, for example, fees and payments due on an interest recapture swap entered into by the Issuer) and to fund or reimburse the cost of programs sponsored by the Issuer, subject to each of the following requirements:

(A) either:

1. with respect to the purchase, origination, enforcement and servicing of mortgage loans and MBS, the Issuer shall:

(a) originate or cause to be originated, and, if applicable, purchased, mortgage loans and purchases, or cause to be purchased, MBS is a manner consistent with applicable state law, the Indenture and any supplements thereto, and all other related documents by which the Issuer is bound;

(b) cause all mortgage loans to be serviced pursuant to the servicing requirements of the Issuer, GNMA, FHA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, as applicable;

(c) except as otherwise permitted by the Trustee or the GSEs, diligently take all steps necessary or desirable to enforce all terms of the mortgage agreements, MBS loan programs and all other such documents evidencing obligations to the Issuer, and

(d) diligently take all action consistent with standard mortgage loan origination, purchase and servicing practices and principles as may be necessary to receive and collect sufficient revenues to pay debt service when due on the Program Bonds;

(ii) not issue any bonds senior in priority to the Program Bonds and the Issuer has represented and warranted that the Program Bonds are at least equal in priority with respect to payment and security to the most senior Outstanding Bonds under the Indenture.

Covenants Regarding Administration of Indenture and Program Bonds

The Issuer has covenanted in the Indenture, so long as the Program Bonds remain Outstanding, that it shall:

(a) not amend, supplement or otherwise modify in any material respect the Indenture, including the Appendix, or any other Related Document without the prior written consent of the GSEs, provided, however, that the consent of the GSEs shall not be required with respect to supplements entered into solely for the purpose of providing for the issuance of a series of Bonds pursuant to the Indenture, except as provided in the Indenture. With respect to Indenture amendments, the determination of the GSEs as to the materiality of such amendment shall be controlling;

(b) not permit any funds invested under the Indenture to be invested in obligations, securities or other investments of a type not included within the categories permitted for such purposes in the Indenture;

(c) not enter into any hedge relating to bonds issued under, or secured by revenues or other assets pledged under, the Indenture without the prior written consent of the GSEs;

(d) not permit any swap termination fees to be payable on a basis senior to or on a parity with the Program Bonds;

(e) not permit any principal payment, principal prepayments and other recoveries of principal received with respect to that portion of any mortgage loans financed with the proceeds of Program Bonds to be recycled into new mortgage loans, and

(f) not permit the Indenture to fail to meet the definition of a "Primarily Single Family Indenture."

Reporting Requirements

(a) Books and Records: GAAP. The Issuer covenants in the Indenture to keep proper books of record and account in which full, true and correct entries will be made of all dealings and transactions of or in relation to, affairs, operations, transactions and activities of the Issuer in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles applicable to governmental entities, consistently applied.

(b) Non-Public Information. As used in this Section, "Information" means any information described in Subsection (c) and "Non-Public Information" means any of the Information that, as of the date that such Information is due to be provided to the GSEs pursuant to subsection (c), the Issuer has not released to the general public or otherwise is not in the public domain. To the extent that any of the Information described in Subsection (c) is Non-Public Information at the time such information is otherwise due to be provided under Subsection (c):

(i) The Issuer may provide such Non-Public Information to the GSEs, but subject to (ii) below, is not obligated to do so. If the Issuer elects not to provide Non-Public Information, it shall identify the categories of Information that are Non-Public Information to the GSEs at the time such information is otherwise due to be provided under Subsection (c).

(ii) If the Issuer elects to not provide Non-Public Information as stated in (i) above, but a GSE determines that the issuance of any such Information is a material impairment to its obligations to conduct business in a safe and sound manner or is inconsistent with the requirements of applicable laws or regulations, then the Issuer will provide such Information to the GSE at the times and as otherwise required by Subsection (c).

(iii) To the extent that the Issuer actually provides Non-Public Information pursuant to Subsection (c), the Issuer will label such Information as Non-Public Information and will segregate all Non-Public Information so that a GSE which elects not to look at the Non-Public Information can do so;

(c) Information. The Issuer agrees to furnish to each GSE a copy of each of the following:
(i) on the date that is the earlier of (i) ninety (90) days after the end of each quarter of each fiscal year of the Issuer and (ii) the day such information is first made available to the general public, the Issuer shall provide to each GSE the financial statements of the Issuer consisting of a balance sheet of the Issuer as at the end of such period, a statement of operations and a statement of cash flows of the Issuer for such period and, with respect to the report provided after the end of each fiscal year, there shall also be included a statement of the changes in net assets of the Issuer for such period. The financial statements referred to above shall be set forth in reasonable detail and shall be accompanied by, in the case of the annual statements, an audit report of the Issuer’s authorized or nationally recognized independent certified public accountants stating that the have (except as noted therein) been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied (provided that each audit report need not be submitted until one hundred eighty (180) days after the end of the relevant fiscal year);

(ii) on the date that is the earlier of (i) ninety (90) days after the end of each quarter of each fiscal year of the Issuer and (ii) the day such information is first made available to the general public, the Issuer shall provide to each GSE unaudited financial statements of the Issuer specific to the Indenture pursuant to which Program Bonds are outstanding consisting of a statement of operations and a statement of cash flows under the Indenture for such period and, with respect to the report provided after the end of each fiscal year, there shall also be included a statement of the changes in net assets under the Indenture for such period. The financial statements referred to above shall be set forth in reasonable detail and shall be accompanied by, in the case of the annual statements, an audit report of the Issuer’s auditor or nationally recognized independent certified public accountants stating that they have (except as noted therein) been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied (provided that such audit report need not be submitted until one hundred eighty (180) days after the end of the relevant fiscal year);

(iii) immediately after any officer of the Issuer obtains knowledge thereof, a statement that the Issuer is offering to issue any of the Program Bonds with the consent of the Rating Agencies; and

(iv) quarterly, at the time of the filing of the financial statements referred to in (a) above, and other wise at the request of a GSE, the information set forth in Schedule A to the Appendix, and the information set forth in Schedule A to the Appendix, a certificate of the Issuer stating whether there exists on the date of such certificate any default or Event of Default under the Indenture and, if so, the details thereof and the action which the Issuer is taking or proposes to take with respect thereto and (b) requesting a determination of the amount owed under the Government Agreement and any other agreements.

Covenants Enforcement by GSEs

Only the GSEs may enforce, or cause the Trustee to enforce, the provisions set forth under the caption “Special Issuer Covenants” “Covenants Regarding Administration of Indenture and Program Bonds” and “Reporting Requirements” above.

Special Notices

(a) Request to Withhold Indenture Funds. The Trustee shall immediately deliver to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties’ Addresses notice of any request by the Issuer to withhold funds from the Indenture.

(b) Events of Default. The Trustee shall immediately deliver to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties’ Addresses notice of any default or Event of Default under the Indenture, of which the Trustee has knowledge.

(c) Exercise of Remedies. The Trustee shall immediately deliver to the Notice Parties at the Notice Parties’ Addresses notice of the exercise of any remedies under the Indenture.

TAX AND OTHER MATTERS

Interest on Pre-Conversion Bonds will be subject to federal income taxation until the Release Date applicable to such Pre-Conversion Bonds. No opinion is expressed by Bond Counsel or Co-Bond Counsel with respect to Pre-Conversion Bonds on and after the Release Date applicable to such Pre-Conversion Bonds. On or prior to the applicable Release Date, the Issuer shall cause to be delivered to the Trustee, among other items contained in the Conversion Requirements specified under the captions “THE BONDS - Release and Conversion” herein, (i) the Official Statement for the Market Bonds and the Official Statement Supplement relative to the Program Bonds, and (ii) if a question of opinion or opinions of counsel and a certificate of an authorized officer of the Issuer to the effect that nothing has come to their attention that the Official Statement Supplement contains any untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances in which there were made, must misleading (A) or a letter or letters from the counsel referred to in the foregoing clause (i) (addressed to the GSEs stating that the GSEs may rely on such opinion as though it was addressed to them and (ii) as opinion of Bond Counsel dated as of the applicable Related Date to the effect that the applicable Program Bonds have been duly and validly issued and are enforceable obligations of the Issuer and that interest payable on such Program Bonds is exempt from federal income taxation under Section 103 of the Code).

Pursuant to the provisions of the Act, Bond Counsel and Co-Bond Counsel are of the opinion that the Program Bonds and the interest therefore are exempt from all State and local taxes in Louisiana.

ABSENCE OF LITIGATION

There is no action, suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation at law or in equity before or by any court, public board or body where service of process has been effected on the Issuer or, to the knowledge of the Issuer, threatened against or affecting the Issuer or, to its knowledge, any other party, where an adverse determination, ruling or finding would adversely affect the transactions contemplated by this Official Statement, the validity or enforceability of the Program Bonds, the Indenture, the Origination Agreements, the Servicing Agreement, the Continuing Disclosure Agreement or any agreement or instrument to which the Issuer is a party and which is used or contemplated for use in the transactions contemplated by this Official Statement.

APPROVAL OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

Certain legal matters incident to the authorization, issuance, sale and delivery of the Program Bonds will be passed upon by Foley & Lardner, L.L.P., New Orleans, Louisiana, Bond Counsel, and The Godfrey Firm, PLC, New Orleans, Louisiana, Co-Bond Counsel, on the date of the issuance of the Program Bonds. Certain legal matters in connection with the issuance of the Program Bonds will be passed upon for the Special Advisor by the Berzinhas, Sachse & White, L.L.P., Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and the Law Offices of Bernard L. Chabotier, Jr., New Orleans, Louisiana.

SPECIAL ADVISOR

The Special Advisor will be paid a fee in the amount of $25,000 in connection with the placement of the Program Bonds.

FINANCIAL ADVISOR

CSG Advisors Incorporated and Government Consultants of Louisiana, Inc. serve as independent co-financial advisors to the Issuer collectively, the “Financial Advisors.” The Financial Advisors have not been engaged, nor have they undertaken, to independently verify the accuracy of information contained in the Official Statement. Neither the Financial Advisors is a selling stock or bond firm and neither has been engaged by the Issuer to compile, review, examine or audit any information in the Official Statement in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards.

RATING

Moodys Investors Service, Inc. has assigned the Program Bonds a rating of “Aa3.” Such rating reflects only the view of the rating agency at the time such rating was issued, and the

HUD, RDA and VA programs and any pooled mortgage insurance program or securitization by GMNA or a GSE, or portfolio performance information detailing such matters as delinquencies, foreclosures and other owned properties;

(iv) promptly upon receipt of notice by the Issuer of any such default, the occurrence of any material event of default as any security in a Related Document;

(v) at the request of a GSE, copies of any information or request for information concerning the Appendix or any of the Related Documents as and when provided to the Trustee;

(vi) promptly alter the receipt or giving thereof, copies of all notices of resignation by or removal of the Trustee, which are executed or given by the Issuer;

(vii) promptly alter the adoption thereof, copies of any amendments to the Indenture, any of the other Related Documents (including replacement of any new Related Documents), the Official Statement relative to the Program Bonds;

(viii) within thirty (30) days of the issuance of any public issuance of indebtedness of the Issuer payable from the Revenues under the Indenture, copies of any disclosed documents distributed in connection therewith;

(ix) any Annual Filings or Material Event Filings shall be delivered to the GSEs on the date it becomes available to the general public or the Bondholders or would be required to become available if Rule 15G-3 were applicable to the Program Bonds;

(xii) simultaneously with the delivery of each set of the financial statements and the annual filing referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) above and otherwise at the request of the GSEs, or with respect to (iii) whenever prepared and available, (i) a copy of the most recent rating received relating to the Bond Rating and the Indenture rating, (ii) a certificate of the Issuer stating that the Issuer is in compliance with all financial covenants set forth in the Indenture and (iii) a copy of the most recent cash flow certificates, financial reports and statements, and annual budget (including portfolio performance reports detailing delinquencies and foreclosures rates, and percentage of loans issued under FHA, HUD, RDA and VA programs and any pooled mortgage insurance program and the percentage of unamortized loans);

(xii) immediately upon receipt by the Issuer, any rating report or other rating action relative to the Issuer, the Program Bonds or any other bonds issued under the Indenture;

(xiv) immediately upon any such transfer, notice of any extraordinary payment or transfer of bonds from the Indenture;

(xv) in a timely manner, at the request of a GSE, any data or information required by a GSE for use in calculating performance under the Federal Housing Finance
explanation of the significance of such rating may be obtained from Moody's Investors Service, Inc., 7 World Trade Center, 250 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10007, Telephone (212) 553-3000. There is no assurance that the rating will continue for any given period of time or that it will not be revised downward or withdrawn entirely by the rating agency if, in the judgment of such rating agency, circumstances so warrant. Any such downward revision or withdrawal of such rating may have adverse effect on the market price or value of the Program Bonds and could result in the redemption of all of the Program Bonds if such downgrade or withdrawal occurs prior to the Release Date for the Program Bonds.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Any statements in this Official Statement involving matters of opinion, whether or not expressly so stated, are intended as such and not as representations of fact. This Official Statement is not to be construed as a contract or agreement between the Issuer and the purchasers or owners of any of the Program Bonds.

[Remainder of text left intentionally blank]

APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS

Set forth below are definitions of certain terms used in this Official Statement, which definitions are generally used in the Business. The definitions of such terms are applicable to the singular as well as the plural forms of such terms and to the masculine as well as to the feminine and neuter genders of such terms.

"Acquisition Expenses" means the Account by that name established within the Program Fund pursuant to the Indenture.

"Act" means the Louisiana Housing Finance Agency Act contained in Chapter 3-A of Title 40 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended, comprising R.S. 40:9001.1 through R.S. 40:9001.25.

"Authorized Officer" means, with respect to the Issuer, the Chairman, Vice Chairman, President, Secretary and any other officer or employee of the Issuer authorized by resolution of the Issuer to perform the act or sign the document in question.

"Bond Counsel" means the firm of bond attorneys whose opinion is set forth on the Bonds, or their successors appointed by the Issuer. In the event that the firm of bond attorneys whose opinion is set forth on the Bonds renews or is removed by the Issuer and the Issuer has not appointed its successor, then the term "Bond Counsel" shall mean a firm of nationally recognized attorneys at law, approved by the Issuer and experienced in the financing of mortgage loans through the issuance of tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds under the provisions of Section 143 of the Code and any other applicable provisions of the Code.

"Bondholder," "Bondowner" or "Owner" or "owner" or any similar terms (when used with respect to Bonds) means any person, firm, corporation, trust, partnership, association or other entity or individual that is the owner of any Bond.

"Bonds" means, collectively, the Market Bonds and the Program Bonds.

"Business Day" means any day other than (a) a Saturday or Sunday or (ii) a day on which banking institutions in New York, New York or Baton Rouge, Louisiana are authorized or obligated by law or executive order to be closed for business.

"Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, together with any corresponding and applicable final, temporary or proposed regulations and revenue rulings issued or announced with respect thereto by the United States Treasury Department or Internal Revenue Service, as the same may be in effect applicable to the Bonds or the First Mortgage Loans.

"Conventional First Mortgage Loan" means a first mortgage loan originated in accordance with either the Freddie Mac Guide or the Freddie Mac Guide and other than a loan (i) insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) or (ii) guaranteed or originated by the Veterans Administration (VA) that is pooled under a Farmers Home Security or Freddie Mac Security.

"Farmers Mac Security" means a Farmers Home Security which is a single pool, guaranteed mortgage pass through Farmers Mac mortgage backed security, issued by Farmers Mac in book entry form, recorded in the name of Trustee or its nominee, guaranteed as to timely payment of principal and interest by Farmers Mac and backed by Conventional First Mortgage Loans in the related Farmers Mac Pool.

"FHA" means the Federal Housing Administration of the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, or other agency or instrumentality created or authorized by the United States of America to which the powers of the Federal Housing Administration have been transferred.

"FHA Insured" means insured under FHA Insurance.

"First Mortgage Loans" means the GNMA Securities, Farms Mac Securities and/or Freddie Mac Securities, in each case backed by pools of qualifying mortgage loans purchased with a portion of the proceeds of the Program Bonds and the Market Bonds.

"Fiscal Year" or "Fiscal year" means each twelve month period beginning July 1 of each calendar year.

"Freddie Mac" means the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.

"Freddie Mac Security" means a mortgage participation certificate issued by Freddie Mac, and representing an undivided interest in a pool of Conventional First Mortgage Loans, registered or evidenced in book entry form in the name of the Trustee or its nominee, guaranteed as to timely payment of principal and interest by Freddie Mac.

"GNMA" means the Government National Mortgage Association, a wholly-owned corporate instrumentality of the United States within the Department of Housing and Urban Development, or any successor to its functions. Its powers are prescribed generally by Title III of the National Housing Act, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1716 et seq., and any successor to its functions).

"GNMA Security" means GNMA Security which is a certificate issued by a Servicer, registered in the name of Trustee and guaranteed by GNMA pursuant to GNMA Act. GNMA I or II mortgage backed securities program order Section 304(a) and other related provisions of the National Housing Act of 1934, as amended, as issued based on and backed by mortgage loans as provided in the GNMA Guide.

"GNMA Guide" means the GNMA I Mortgage-Backed Security Guide or the GNMA II Mortgage-Backed Security Guide, as applicable, as amended from time to time.

"Issuer" means the Louisiana Housing Finance Agency, a public body corporate and politic of the State constituting a governmental instrumentality, or any body, issuer or instrumentality which will hereinafter succeed to the powers, duties and functions of the Issuer.

"Market Bonds" means the $80,000,000 Louisiana Housing Finance Agency GS1 Market Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program).
"National Housing Act" means the National Housing Act of 1937, as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 et seq.

"Outstanding" or "Bonds Outstanding" means all Program Bonds which have been authenticated and delivered by the Trustee under the Indenture, except:

(a) Program Bonds canceled after purchase in the open market or because of payment at or redemption prior to maturity;

(b) Program Bonds for the payment or redemption of which have been provided pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture; and

(c) Bonds in lieu of which other Bonds have been authenticated under the Indenture.

"Owner" means the registered owner of any Outstanding Bond or Bonds shown on the registration books kept by the Trustee.

"Paying Agent" means the Trustee, acting as paying agent, or any other bank, trust company or national banking association designated or appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture to act as a paying agent for the Bonds, and each successor or successors and any other bank, trust company or national banking association at any time substituted in its place pursuant to the Indenture.

"Permanent Rate Term Sheet" means the term sheet to be provided on or before the Issue Date establishing the terms of the GSE Market Bonds and supplementing, if necessary, the terms of the GSE Program Bonds that are no longer secured by the GSE Escrow Fund and the terms and conditions under which the Securities will be purchased by the Trustee, all in accordance with the Appendix.

"Prepayment" means any principal payments received on any Securities other than regularly scheduled principal payments thereon.

"Program" means the Issuer's program of financing home ownership for qualified borrowers with the proceeds of the Program Bonds.

"Program Bonds" means the $120,000,000 Louisiana Housing Finance Agency GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program).

"Rating Agency" means Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, a Division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. and/or Moody's Investor Service, Inc., or Moody's, as the case may be, to the extent that either such rating agency has assigned a rating to any Bonds Outstanding as requested by or on behalf of the Issuer, and which rating is then in effect or, in any case(s) to its respective functions.

"Record Date" means the fifteenth (15th) day of each month immediately preceding each Interest Payment Date.

APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE INDIENCE OF TRUST

The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Indenture. For a description of certain provisions of the Indenture relating to the Program Bonds, see "THE PROGRAM BONDS" in this Official Statement.

Mutilated, Lost, Stolen or Destroyed Bonds

In the event any Bond is mutilated, lost, stolen or destroyed, the Issuer may execute and the Trustee may authenticate a new Bond of like series, date, maturity and denomination as that mutilated, lost, stolen or destroyed; provided, that in the case of any such Bond, such mutilated Bond shall be surrendered to the Issuer, and is, in the case of any lost, stolen or destroyed Bond, shall be first furnished to the Issuer and the Trustee evidence of such loss, theft or destruction satisfactory to the Issuer and the Trustee, together with any indemnity satisfactory to them. Further, in the case of a past due or a matured, lost, stolen or destroyed Bond, the Trustee shall pay the face amount of such past due or matured Bond upon delivery to the Issuer and the Trustee of evidence of such loss, theft or destruction satisfactory to the Issuer and the Trustee, together with any indemnity satisfactory to them. The Issuer and the Trustee may charge the registered owner of such Bond their reasonable fees, expenses, any tax or other governmental charge required to be paid in this connection.

Registration and Exchange of Bonds: Persons Titled as Owners

(a) The Issuer shall cause books for the registration and for the transfer of the Program Bonds as provided in the Indenture to be kept by the Trustee which is hereby constituted and appointed the bond registrar of the Issuer. At reasonable times and under reasonable regulations established by the Trustee, said list may be inspected and copied by the Issuer.

(b) Upon surrender for transfer of any Program Bond at such office, the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver in the name of the transferor or transferee a new Program Bond or Program Bonds of authorized denomination of the same series and maturity for the aggregate principal amount which the registered owner is entitled to receive. Program Bonds to be exchanged shall be surrendered at the principal corporate trust office of the Trustee and the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver in exchange therefor the Program Bond or Program Bonds which the Bondholder making the exchange shall be entitled to receive. All Program Bonds delivered in exchange shall be so dated that neither gain nor loss in interest shall result from the transfer or exchange.

(c) All Program Bonds presented for transfer, exchange, registration, discharge from registration, redemption or payment (if so required by the Issuer or the Trustee), shall be accompanied by a written instrument or instruments of transfer or authorization for exchange, in form and with guaranty of signature satisfactory to the Trustee, duly executed by the registered owner or by his duly authorized attorney.

--

"Residential Housing Unit" means real property and the improvements situated thereon or an interest therein upon which is located or is to be constructed or located a work or structure with a permanent foundation to which it is permanently fastened designed and to be used as a residence for a maximum of one family, including, without limitation, a condominium and a Planned Unit Development, each unit of which is designed and to be used as a residence for a maximum of one family (i) which is determined by qualified appraisal to have an expected useful life of not less than thirty (30) years, (ii) which will be occupied by the Mortgagee or his or her principal residence within a reasonable time (not to exceed sixty (60) days) after financing is provided, and (iii) the land appurtenant to which reasonable maintains the basic livability of the residence and does not provide, other than incidentally, a source of income to the Mortgagor, including child care services on a regular basis of compensation. A Residential Housing Unit does not include rental housing, vacation homes or factory-ruled housing and mobile homes that are not permanently affixed to real property and are not deemed real property under the laws of the State.

"Securities" or "MBS" means, collectively, the GSEs, the Fannie Mae Securities and the Freddie Mac Securities.

"Securities Depository" means The Depository Trust Company or any other securities depository selected by the Issuer which agrees to follow the procedures required to be followed by a securities depository in connection with a Series of Bonds as provided in a Series Supplement.

"State" means the State of Louisiana.

"TrustEE" means the property, rights, monies, securities and other amounts pledged and assigned to the Trustee pursuant to the GRANTING CLAUSES of the Indenture.

"TrustEE" means Hancock Bank of Louisiana, appointed pursuant to the Indenture to act as trustee under the Indenture, and any successor or successors and any other bank or trust company at any time substituted in its place pursuant to the Indenture, including any Series Supplement.

"VA" means the Veterans Administration, an agency of the United States of America, or any successor to its functions.

"VA Guaranteed" means guaranteed by the VA under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended.

(d) Neither the Issuer nor the Trustee shall be required (i) to transfer or exchange Program Bonds for a period of fifteen (15) calendar days next preceding an Interest Payment Date on the Program Bonds or a period of fifteen (15) calendar days next preceding any selection of Program Bonds to be redeemed or thereafter until after the first mailing of any notice of redemption or (ii) to transfer or exchange any Program Bonds previously called for redemption.

(e) New Program Bonds delivered upon any transfer or exchange shall be valid obligations of the Issuer, evidencing the same debt as the Program Bonds surrendered, shall be issued by the Indenture and shall be entitled to all of the security and benefits hereinbefore mentioned or to the same extent as the Program Bonds surrendered.

(f) The person in whose name any registered Program Bond is registered may be deemed the registered owner thereof by the Indenture and any notice to the contrary shall not be binding upon the Issuer or the Trustee.

Destruction of Program Bonds

Whenever any outstanding Program Bond shall be delivered to the Trustee for cancellation pursuant to the Indenture, upon payment of the principal amount or interest represented thereby or for replacement pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture or transfer or exchange pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture, each Program Bond shall be canceled and destroyed by the Trustee and countersigned with a certificate of destruction evidencing such destruction shall be furnished to the Trustee.

Nonreissuance of Program Bonds

In the event any Program Bond shall not be presented for payment when the principal or payment amount thereof becomes due, either at the stated maturity or otherwise or at the date fixed for redemption thereon, if, in the Issuer's reasonable judgment in all circumstances, it is reasonable to do so, the Issuer shall have the option to reissue a new Bond in exchange therefor.

Cancellation

All Program Bonds which have been redeemed, paid or retired or received by the Trustee for exchange shall not be reissued but shall be canceled and destroyed by the Trustee.

Payment of Principal and Interest

(a) The Issuer covenants that it will promptly pay the principal of and interest on every Program Bond issued under the Indenture at the place, on the dates and in the manner
provided in the Indenture and in said Program Bonds according to the true intent and meaning thereof, provided that the principal and interest with respect to the Program Bonds are payable by the Issuer solely from the Trust Estate.

(b) The Issuer solemnly covenants that, except with respect to the Issuer Contribution, at no time that the Program Bonds are outstanding will it constitute any of its moneys (from whatever source) with the Trust Estate.

Performance of Covenants; Authority

The Issuer covenants that it will faithfully perform at all times and in all covenants, undertakings, stipulations and provisions contained in the Indenture, in any and every Program Bond executed, authenticated and delivered under the Indenture and in all of its proceedings pertaining thereto. The Issuer covenants that it is duly authorized under the Constitution and laws of the State, including particularly the Act, to issue the Program Bonds authorized under the Indenture and to execute the Indenture, to purchase, or cause to be purchased the Securities, to pledge the amounts pledged under the Indenture in the manner and to the extent set forth in the Indenture; that all action on its part for the issuance of the Program Bonds and the execution and delivery of the Indenture has been duly and effectively taken, and that the Program Bonds in the hands of the registered owners thereof are and will be valid and enforceable. Limited and special obligations of the Issuer according to the terms thereof and under the Indenture.

Discharge of Lien of Indenture

If the Issuer will pay or cause to be paid, or there will otherwise be paid, to the Owners of the Bonds then Outstanding, the principal and Redemption Price, if any, and interest in become due thereon at the times and in the manner stipulated therein and in the Indenture, and to the Trustee all Trustee’s Fees then the pledge made by the Issuer and all other obligations of the Issuer to the Beneficiaries will be discharged and satisfied and the Trustee, upon request of the Issuer and subject to a lien in favor of the Trustee, will pay over to the Issuer all money or securities held under the Indenture not required for payment or redemption of Bonds that were not surrendered for payment or redemption. The Bonds will be deemed paid under the terms of the Indenture upon the satisfaction of certain conditions set forth in the Indenture.

Default; Events of Default

If any of the following events occur, subject to the notice and cure provisions set forth in the Indenture, it is defined as and declared to be an “event of default”:

(a) Default by the Issuer in the due and punctual payment of any interest on any Bond;
(b) Default by the Issuer in the due and punctual payment of the principal of any Senior Bond, whether at the stated maturity thereof or when called for redemption;
(c) Default in the performance or observance of any other of the covenants, agreements or conditions on the part of the Issuer contained in the Indenture or in the method and place of conducting all proceedings to be taken in connection with the enforcement of the terms and conditions of the Indenture, or for the appointment of a receiver or any other proceedings under the Indenture; provided that such direction shall not be otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of law and of the Indenture.

Rights and Remedies of Owners

No registered owner of any Bond shall have any right to institute any suit, action or proceeding at law or in equity for the enforcement of the Indenture or for the execution of the trust of the Indenture or for the appointment of a receiver or any other remedy under the Indenture, unless (a) a default has occurred of which the Trustee has been notified as provided in the provisions of the Indenture relating to the Trustee’s acceptance of the trusts created by the Indenture, (b) such default shall have become an event of default and the registered owners of not less than a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds Outstanding shall have made written notice to the Trustee and shall have offered a reasonable opportunity either to proceed to exercise the powers granted in the Indenture or to institute such action, suit or proceeding in their own name or names, (c) they have offered to the Trustee indemnity as provided in the Indenture, and (d) the Trustee shall therefor fail or refuse to exercise the powers granted in the Indenture, or to institute such action, suit or proceeding in its own name; and such notification, request and offer of indemnity are hereby declared in every case the option of the Trustee to be conditions precedent to the exercise of the powers and trusts of the Indenture and to any action or cause of action for the enforcement of the Indenture, or for the appointment of a receiver or for any other remedy under the Indenture; it being understood and intended that no one or more registered owners of the Bonds shall have any right in any manner whatsoever to affect, disturb or prejudice the title of the Indenture by its, his or their action or to enforce any right under the Indenture except in the manner provided in the Indenture, and that all proceedings at law or in equity shall be instituted, had and maintained in the manner provided in the Indenture and to the equal and utmost benefit of the owners of all Bonds then Outstanding. However, nothing contained in the Indenture shall affect or impair the right of any Beneficiaries to enforce the payment of the principal of and interest on any Bond at and after the maturity thereof, or the obligations of the Issuer to pay the principal of and interest on each of the Bonds issued under the Indenture to the respective owners thereof at the time, place, from the sources and in the manner in the Bonds expressed.

Supplemental Indentures

Except as provided below, the Issuer and the Trustee may, without the consent of the Owners of the Market Bonds, but only upon written notification of such supplemental indenture to the rating agencies if the Bonds are then rated, enter into Indentures, supplemental to the Indenture, for any one or more of the following purposes:

(a) To cure any ambiguity or formal defect or omission in the Indenture so long as such cure does not adversely affect the security of the Bondholders;
(b) To grant to or confer upon the Trustee for the benefit of the Bondholders any additional benefits, rights, remedies, powers or authorities that may forthwith be granted to the Bonds, and failure to remedy the same after notice thereof pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture.

Remedies; Rights of Beneficiaries

(a) Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the Trustee may pursue any available remedy at law or in equity to enforce the payment of the Bonds, including enforcement of any rights of the Issuer under the Servicing Agreement; provided, that, the Trustee shall not accelerate payment of principal or interest on the Bonds upon a default described in (c) or (d) and shall not deliberate in the caption “Default; Events of Default” above except upon approval of the owners of 100% in principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds.

(b) If an Event of Default shall have occurred and, if requested so to do by the owners of not less than a majority in principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds and, if, indemnified as provided in the Indenture, the Trustee shall exercise such rights and powers conferred by the Indenture as the Beneficiaries may require to take such action.

(c) During the continuance of an Event of Default, the Trustee may, and upon the written request of the owners of 100% in aggregate principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds and if indemnified as provided in the Indenture, shall, exercise any right or power necessary to protect the financial condition of the Issuer and the Bondholders, and shall make any reasonable expenditures therefor, and in case of any sale or other disposition of the property of the Issuer, the Net Proceeds thereof shall be held as a deposit trust fund and applied to the payment of the principal of and interest on all Bonds Outstanding and in like manner as provided in the Indenture.

(d) No remedy by the terms of this Indenture conferred upon or reserved to the Trustee (or to the Beneficiaries) is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, and each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to any other remedy given to the Trustee or to the Beneficiaries under the Indenture at any time or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute.

(e) No delay or omission to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default or Event of Default shall impair any such right or power to be exercised upon any such default or Event of Default or acquiescence therein; and every such right and power may be exercised from time to time as often as may be deemed in the best interest of the Beneficiaries.

(f) No waiver of any default or Event of Default under the Indenture, whether by the Trustee or by the Beneficiaries, shall extend to or affect any subsequent default or Event of Default or impair any rights or remedies consequent thereon.

Right of Beneficiaries To Direct Proceedings

Anything in the Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding, the registered owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of Bonds Outstanding shall have the right, at any time, by an instrument or instruments in writing executed and delivered to the Trustee, to direct the
amount of the Bonds required for consent to such supplemental indenture, or (e) the creation of any lien other than a lien solely securing all of the Bonds at any time outstanding under the Indenture, or (f) any modification of the trusts, powers, rights, obligations, duties, remedies, immunities and privileges of the Trustee (in such modification shall not be made without the written consent of the Trustee). Copies of any such amendments or supplements shall be furnished to the Rating Agency.

Resignation or Removal of Trustee; Successor Trustee

Subject to the requirements of the Appendix, the Trustee and any successor Trustee may at any time resign from the trust under the Indenture by giving 30 days' written notice by registered or certified mail to the Issuer and by first-class mail (postage prepaid) to the registered owner of each Bond and such resignation shall take effect upon the appointment of a successor Trustee, as provided in the Indenture and acceptance of such appointment by such successor by the Bondholders or by the Issuer.

Subject to the requirements of Articles IV of the Appendix, in case the Trustee under the Indenture shall resign or be removed, or be dissolved, or shall be in course of dissolution or liquidation, or otherwise become incapable of acting under the Indenture, or in case it shall be taken under the control of any public officer or officers, or of a receiver appointed by a court, a successor may be appointed by the owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the Bonds Outstanding, by an instrument or concurrent instruments in writing signed by such registered owners, or by their attorneys in fact, duly authorized and a copy of which shall be delivered personally or sent by registered mail to the Issuer. Nevertheless, in case of such vacancy, the Issuer by resolution and upon written notice to the Program Administrator, the Rating Agency and each Servicer may appoint a temporary Trustee to fill such vacancy until a successor Trustee shall be appointed by the Bondholders in the manner above provided, and any such temporary Trustee so appointed by the Issuer shall immediately and without further act be superseded by the Trustee so appointed by such Bondholders. If a successor Trustee does not take office within thirty (30) days after the retiring Trustee resigns, the retiring Trustee may petition any court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of an successor Trustee. Notice of the appointment of a successor Trustee shall be given in the manner provided in the Indenture with respect to the resignation of a Trustee. Every such Trustee appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture shall be a trust company or bank in good standing having a reported capital and surplus of not less than $50,000,000, if there be such an institution willing, qualified and able to accept the trust upon reasonable or customary terms.

Compensation and Expenses of Trustee

To secure the payment of the Trustee's Fees, the Trustee shall have a lien on all money or property held or collected by the Trustee under the Indenture, excluding money on deposit or to be deposited to the Reserve Fund, the GSE Escrow Fund and excluding amounts held by the Trustee for the payment of particular Bonds to be redeemed. The Trustee's right to payment of its fees and expenses shall survive the Trustee's resignation or removal and final payment of the deficiency of the Bonds. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in the Indenture, the lien of the Trustee on the Trust Estate for fees and expenses shall be subordinate to the debt of the Trustee to the Issuer.
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December 23, 2009

Honorable Board of Commissioners
Louisiana Housing Finance Agency
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

$ LOUISIANA HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
GSE PROGRAM SINGLE FAMILY MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS
(MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES PROGRAM)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as bond counsel to the Louisiana Housing Finance Agency (the "Agency"), a public body corporate and politic constituting a political subdivision and instrumentality of the State of Louisiana (the "State") created by Act No. 207 of the 1983 Louisiana Legislature which enacted the Louisiana Housing Finance Act, contained in Chapter 3-A of Title 40 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended (the "Act"), in connection with the authorization and issuance by the Agency of $_________ Louisiana Housing Finance Agency GSE Program Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds (Mortgage-Backed Securities Program) (the "Program Bonds").

The Program Bonds have been issued by the Agency pursuant to (i) the Act and other constitutional and statutory authority, (ii) as Trustee of Trust dated as of December 1, 2009 (the "Trust Indenture"), by and between the Agency and Hancock Bank of Louisiana, as trustee (the "Trustee"), as amended by the Supplemental IndentureAppendix for Use with Single Family Escrow Bonds for the FHA Initiative New Issue Bond Program (the "Appendix"), together with said Trust Indenture, the "Indenture"), and (iii) resolutions adopted by the Board of Commissioners of the Agency.

Capitalized terms used herein which are not otherwise defined herein have the meanings accredited therein to the Indenture.

The Program Bonds are registered bonds, without coupons, in authorized denominations of $5,000 or any integral multiple thereof (the "Authorized Denominations"). The Program Bonds shall initially be registered in the name of Coe & Co., as nominee for The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York, as fully registered Bond in the aggregate principal amount of the Program Bonds. On the Release Date of all or a portion of the Program Bonds, the Trustee may either accept a registration bond certificate or make an appropriate notation thereon of the principal amount of each Program Bond certificate and the Permanent Rate defined below to which such Bond has been converted and the Conversion Date applicable thereto. On or prior to the Release Date, the Issuer shall deliver to the Trustee in accordance with the Conversion Requirements specified in the Indenture, among other items, an opinion of Bond Counsel under the Release Date to the effect that the applicable Program Bonds have been duly and validly issued and enforceable obligations of the Issuer and that interest payable on such Program Bonds in excess from federal income taxation under Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

Upon delivery, the proceeds of the Program Bonds and a Satisfactory Amount (together, the "Escrowed Proceeds") will be deposited into the GSE Escrow Fund created and established pursuant to the Indenture. The Program Bonds are subject to conversion from a Short-Term Rate to a Permanent Rate. Prior to Conversion, the Program Bonds shall constitute Pre-Conversion Bonds. Pre-Conversion Bonds prior to their Release Date are secured solely by the Escrow Proceeds deposited to the GSE Escrow Fund and bear interest at the applicable Short-Term Rate until their Conversion Date and thereafter will bear interest at the Permanent Rate. The Escrowed Proceeds are pledged exclusively to the payment of the Pre-Conversion Bonds prior to the Release Date applicable to such Program Bonds.

The Program Bonds will initially be dated December 23, 2009, and will bear interest from December 23, 2009 (the "Settlement Date"), and will bear interest from the Settlement Date at the Short-Term Rate, payable on the (i) Release Date but only with respect to the portion of Pre-Conversion Bond proceeds with respect to which subject Escrowed Proceeds are subject to retention on such Release Date, (ii) each Conversion Date with respect to the portion of Pre- Conversion Bonds which are to become, as of such date, Converted Bonds and (iii) each redemption date. Interest Payment Dates for each Converted Bond will be the first Business Day of each month. The Program Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity on the terms described in the Indenture.

We have examined (i) the Constitution and statutes of the State, including the Act, (ii) a certified transcript of the proceedings of the Agency in connection with the issuance of the Program Bonds, (iii) executed counterparts of the Indenture and (iv) such other documents, instruments, papers and matters of law as we have considered necessary or appropriate for the purposes of this opinion.
On the basis of the foregoing examinations, we are of the opinion as of the date hereof and under existing law that:

(1) The Agency is a duly created and validly existing public body corporate and politic constituting a political subdivision and instrumentality of the State with full power and authority to issue the Program Bonds.

(2) The Indenture has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Agency and creates a valid pledge and assignment of the Escondido Proceeds on Pre-Conversion Bonds prior to the Refunding Date applicable to such Pre-Conversion Bonds.

(3) The Program Bonds have been duly authorized, executed and delivered and constitute valid and binding limited and special obligations of the Agency as provided in the Indenture. The Program Bonds do not constitute an obligation, either general or special, of the State, any municipality or any other political subdivision of the State or constitute or give rise to a prior claim or lien or obligation of the State, any municipality or any other political subdivision of the State. The Agency does not have the power to pledge the general credit or taxing power of the State, any municipality or any other political subdivision of the State.

(4) Prior to the Refunding Date, interest on Pre-Conversion Bonds will be subject to federal income taxation until the Refunding Date applicable to such Pre-Conversion Bonds.

(5) Under the Act, the Program Bonds and the interest thereon are exempt from all State and local taxes in Louisiana.

We have relied on the opinions of Jacob S. Caperton, Counsel to the Trustee, with respect to the corporate power of the Trustee to enter into and the due authorization, execution and delivery by the Trustee of the document described above to which it is a party and the binding effect thereof on the Trustee.

Except as stated above, we express no opinion as to any federal, state or local tax consequences, resulting from the ownership of, receipt of interest on or disposition of the Program Bonds. No opinion is expressed with respect to the Pre-Conversion Bonds on and after the Refunding Date applicable to such Pre-Conversion Bonds.

The foregoing opinion is qualified to the extent that the rights of the owners of the Program Bonds and the enforceability of the Program Bonds and the Indenture may be subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and other similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally or hereafter enacted to the extent constitutionally applicable and that their enforcement may also be subject to the exercise of the sovereign police powers of the State, or its governmental bodies, and the exercise of judicial discretion in appropriate cases.
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APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

Definitions

"Annual Bond Disclosure Report" shall mean any Annual Bond Disclosure Report provided by the Issuer pursuant to, and as described in, the Disclosure Agreement.

"Continuing Disclosure Agreement" shall mean the Continuing Disclosure Agreement dated as of December 1, 2009, by and between the Issuer and the Trustee.

"Dissemination Agent" shall mean the Issuer, or any successor Dissemination Agent designated in writing by the Issuer and which has filed with the Trustee a written acceptance of such designation.

"EMMA" shall mean the internet-based portal referred to as the Electronic Municipal Market Access system operated by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. The online address of EMMA is www.emma.usrmh.org.

"Listed Events" shall mean any of the events listed below under "Reporting of Significant Events."

"Repository" shall mean EMMA and each State Repository.

"Rule" shall mean Rule 15c2-12(b)(5) adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as the same may be amended from time to time.

"State Repository" shall mean any public or private repository or entity designated by the State of Louisiana as a state repository for the purpose of the Rule and recognized as such by the Securities and Exchange Commission. As of the date of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, there is no State Repository.

Provision of Annual Bond Disclosure Reports

The Issuer shall provide, or shall cause the Dissemination Agent to provide, not later than six months after the end of the Issuer's fiscal year (which currently ends June 30), commencing with the report following the fiscal year ending June 30, 2010, to each Repository an Annual Bond Disclosure Report which is consistent with the requirements of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement.

If the Trustee is unable to verify that an Annual Bond Disclosure Report has been provided to Repositories by the date specified in the preceding paragraph, the Trustee shall promptly send a notice to EMMA, the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board and to the State Repository, if any, stating that such Annual Bond Disclosure Report has not been timely completed and, if known, stating the date by which the Trustee anticipates such Annual Bond Disclosure Report will be filed.

For the purposes of this opinion, our services as bond counsel have not extended beyond the examinations and expressions of the conclusions referred to above.

Respectfully submitted,
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Reporting of Significant Events

Any of the following events shall be considered a Lapsed Event:

1. Principal and interest payment delinquencies.
2. Non-payment related defaults.
3. Unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties.
4. Unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties.
5. Substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform.
6. Adverse tax opinions or events adversely affecting the tax-exempt status of the Bonds.
7. Modifications to rights of Bondholders.
8. Bond calls.
10. Release, substitution, or sale of property securing repayment of the security.
11. Rating changes.

Termination of Reporting Obligation

The Issuer’s obligations under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement shall terminate upon the defeasance, prior redemption or payment in full of all of the Bonds.

Dissemination Agent

The Issuer may, from time to time, appoint or engage a Dissemination Agent to assist it in carrying out its obligations under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, and may discharge any such agent, with or without appoint a successor Dissemination Agent. The initial Dissemination Agent shall be the Trustee.

Amendment; Waiver

The Issuer and the Trustee may amend the Continuing Disclosure Agreement (and the Trustee shall not unreasonably withhold its consent to any amendment so requested by the Issuer), and any provision of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement may be waived, only upon satisfaction of the applicable provisions of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement.

Additional Information

Nothing in the Continuing Disclosure Agreement shall be deemed to prevent the Issuer from disseminating any other information, using the means of dissemination set forth in the Continuing Disclosure Agreement or any other means of communication, or including any other information in any Annual Bond Disclosure Report or notice of occurrence of a Lapsed Event, in addition to that which is required by the Continuing Disclosure Agreement. If the Issuer chooses to include any information in any Annual Bond Disclosure Report or notice of occurrence of a Lapsed Event in addition to that which is specifically required by the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, the Issuer shall have no obligation under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement to update such information or include it in any future Annual Bond Disclosure Report or notice of occurrence of a Lapsed Event.

Default

In the event of a failure of the Issuer or the Trustee to comply with any provision of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, the Trustee may (and, at the request of any Participating Underwriter or the Holders of at least 25% aggregate principal amount of Outstanding Bonds, and upon receiving aggregate indemnity against costs and expenses, shall), or any holder or beneficial owner may, take such actions as may be necessary and appropriate to cause the Issuer or the Trustee, in the case may be, to comply such actions as may be necessary and appropriate to cause the Issuer or the Trustee with its obligations under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement. A Default under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement shall not be deemed an Event of Default under the Indenture, and the sole remedy under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement in the event of any failure of the Issuer or the Trustee to comply with the Continuing Disclosure Agreement shall be as an action to compel performance.

Beneficiaries

The Continuing Disclosure Agreement shall issue solely to the benefit of the Issuer, the Trustee, the Dissemination Agent and the holders or beneficial owners from time to time of the Bonds, and shall create no rights in any other person or entity.